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Active contoursIn recent years, new evidence in biomembrane research brought about a holistic, supramolecular view on
membrane-mediated signal transduction. The consequences of sphingomyelinase (SMase)-driven formation
of ceramide (Cer) at the membrane interface involves reorganization of the lateral membrane structure of
lipids and proteins from the nm to the μm level. In this review, we present recent insights about mechanisms
and features of the SMase-mediated formation of Cer-enriched domains in model membranes, which have
been elucidated through a combination of microscopic techniques with advanced image processing
algorithms. This approach extracts subtle morphological and pattern information beyond the visual
perception: since domain patterns are the consequences of subjacent biophysical properties, a reliable
quantitative description of the supramolecular structure of the membrane domains yields a direct readout of
biophysical properties which are difﬁcult to determine otherwise. Most of the information about SMase
action on simple lipid interfaces has arisen from monolayer studies, but the correspondence to lipid bilayer
systems will also be discussed. Furthermore, the structural changes induced by sphingomyelinase action are
not fully explained just by the presence of ceramide but by out-of equilibrium surface dynamics forcing the
lipid domains to adopt transient supramolecular pattern with explicit interaction potentials. This
rearrangement responds to a few basic physical properties like lipid mixing/demixing kinetics, electrostatic
repulsion and line tension. The possible implications of such transient codes for signal transduction are
discussed for SMase controlled action on lipid interfaces.pholipase A2; Cer, N-acylsphingosine; SM, sphingomyelin;
adient vector ﬂow; LE, liquid-expanded; LC, liquid-conden
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The varied effects of the so-called “signaling lipid mediators” on
the membrane structural dynamics have profound inﬂuences on
the activity of lipolytic enzymes acting on membranes. This is a key
aspect of molecular information exchange that represents a linking
point between the local molecular events of metabolism (open to
biochemical pathways) and the structural membrane dynamics
(related to most functions in cell biology) [1–3]. Lipid metabolism is
characterized by the fact that most substrates and products are water
insoluble. Lipid substrate organization in supramolecular aggregates
is essential for lipolytic enzyme efﬁciency and constitutes a key point
in enzyme kinetics regulation [4]. As summarized in a recent review
[5] phospholipase kinetics have at least four inter-dependent levels
of regulation, namely: a) on the initial adsorption/partition or relo-
cation of the enzyme in the interface; b) on the enzyme precatalytic
activation that frequently determines the length of the lag period for
activity; c) on the expression of catalytic activity itself through the
reaction rate and d) on the extent of product formation. In addition,
membrane biophysical properties undergo changes as a consequence
of phospholipase action [4,6,7].
An important group of phospholipases called sphingomyelinases
(SMases) hydrolyze the membrane constituent sphingomyelin (SM)
to water-soluble phosphocholine and to water-insoluble ceramide
(Cer). Cer is an important secondmessenger with unusual biophysical
features such as a high tendency to segregate in liquid-condensed,
Cer-enriched domains [8,9]. Cer shows strong interactionwith SM and
scarce miscibility with other cell membrane components [10–12].
SMase-driven aggregation of Cer-enriched domains beyond the μm
scale has been identiﬁed in monolayers [13], giant liposomes (GUVs)
[8], and as so-called membrane platforms in Jurkat T Cells [14]. Lateral
Cer organization itself can alter physical membrane parameters like
permeability [15], or introducemembrane bending that sculptures 3D
membrane vesicles or apoptotic bodies [16,17]. Finally, the structural
membrane reorganization itself can couple back to cellular signaling
events through clustering of receptors, recruitment of intracellular
signalingmolecules, or exclusion of inhibitory signaling factors in Cer-
enriched domains that have been reviewed in [14,18]. In summary, it
has been recognized that a cellular ampliﬁer mechanism leads from
molecular activation (SMase-driven SM→Cer conversion) to self
aggregated Cer-enriched domains at a supramolecular level, and
structural reorganization of membrane pattern on a 2D and 3D level,
all of which alter biophysical membrane parameters and couples back
on receptor recruitment with the respective signal transduction down
to molecular levels.
While it is becoming increasingly clear that Cer exerts a funda-
mental part of its physiological effects through changes in the physical
properties of the membrane [19–21], details about how the kinetics of
the SM→Cer conversion itself mediates morphological and pattern
organization of the Cer-enriched domains have been studied by real-
time monolayer approaches during the last decade [13,22,23]. As we
describe in this review, the study of SMase action on lipid monolayer
interfaces with Langmuir troughs coupled to quantitative time lapse
ﬂuorescence microscopy using image processing techniques has
opened the access towards a more integrated view on the surprising
plurality of structural and functional properties of a single enzymatic
reaction.
In this context, the physiological consequences of the enzymatic
production of Cer might follow similar mechanism for known
members of the SMase family [6]. For availability reasons, most ofthe biophysical studies of SMase action reported in this review were
done using bacterial enzymes. In vivo generation of Cer should be
addressed in a case speciﬁc manner.
2. Enzymatic generation and visualization of Cer-enriched
domains: a monolayer approach
Direct visual evidence in real time for SMase-induced formation of
Cer-enriched domains was ﬁrst provided by our group [13]. For this
work lipid monomolecular ﬁlms (monolayers) were used. Lipid
monolayers provide a powerful model to study lipid–lipid and
lipid–protein interactions since the thermodynamics of this system
is accessible to the researcher keeping simultaneous control of molec-
ular parameters like molecular packing, surface pressure and
compressibility [24]. In addition, the Langmuir trough can be coupled
to the stage of a microscope allowing the study of laterally segregated
phases or domains [5,25]. When applied to the study of phosphohy-
drolytic reactions taking place on the membrane, this technique is
unique in allowing the continuous monitoring of both the enzyme
activity and the surface pattern while keeping control of organization
parameters (Fig. 1). Taking advantage of the difference in cross-
sectional mean molecular area occupied by SM and Cer (84 Å2 and
51 Å2 respectively at a surface pressure of 10 mN/m, see Fig. 1b) the
time course for the SMase-driven enzymatic conversion of SM→Cer
in lipid monolayers can be determined by recording the reduction of
the surface area necessary to maintain a constant surface pressure
(Fig. 1c and [26]). The monolayer trough allows simultaneous
visualization of the monolayer by epiﬂuorescence microscopy
(Fig. 1d). Using a ﬂuorescent probe that preferably partitions to the
liquid-expanded phase, the evolution of the monolayer and domain
formation can be followed in real time [13].
The use of ﬂuorescent probes which are added to the system in
study has to be handled with care, since molecular impurities, even at
very low concentrations, can alter lipid mixing features like domain
shape, phases extent, or even promote phase separation under
speciﬁc conditions. Pioneer work by Mohwald on lipid monolayers
considered the inﬂuence of impurities, like ﬂuorescent probes on lipid
domain growth [27]. More recently, a careful study by Perez-Gil's
laboratory shows that the addition of 1 mol% of NBD-PC on DPPC ﬁlms
reduces the extent of the LC phase area up to 20% in conditions when
the probe progressively accumulates in a deﬁned area [28]. In both
studies the effect is conceived as inefﬁciency in the phase demixing
process induced by the presence of impurities. Furthermore, ﬂuores-
cent probe perturbation of lipid phase segregation was also reported
in bilayers. Keller's group demonstrated that the addition of as little as
0.2 mol% of DiIC12 to DOPC/DPPC/cholesterol (chol) GUVs rises 6 °C
the mixture miscibility transition temperature [29,30]. Most of these
crescent evidences have been developed by means of comparison
with probe-free imaging techniques. On this regards Force Microsco-
py, Brewster Angle Microscopy and Imaging Elipsometry have
become excellent choices for the exploration of probe-free lipid
monolayers or ﬂat supported bilayers [31].
Additional consideration should be made with the extensive
exposure of lipid membranes to oxidizing agents. Enlargement of
liquid-ordered domains in chol/SM/phospholipid mixtures has been
reported by means of the production of oxidized lipid products driven
by the exposure of lipid monolayers to air [32] or by photo-oxidation
in GUVs [33]. Excitation of the ﬂuorophore in the presence of oxygen
may result in peroxidation of the unsaturated bonds of membrane
lipids. It was proposed that oxidized products may act either by
Fig. 1. Study of SMase action on lipid monolayer interfaces and quantitative time lapse microscopy through image processing. The Langmuir PTFE trough is divided into a reaction
compartment and a reservoir compartment that are connected by a narrow and shallow slit to ensure surface continuity (a). After monolayer formation by deposition from an
organic solvent solution of lipids, compression isotherms of the lipid monolayer can be performed for assessing molecular parameters (b). Since the product Cer occupies less area
than the substrate (b), when SMase is added in the subphase of the reaction compartment, under stirring (a), the reaction progress can be followed by monitoring the barrier
movement necessary to keep surface pressure constant (c). Coupling the trough to the microscope stage allows visualization of the progress of themonolayer pattern (d) from left to
right ﬂuorescence images of pure SM, SMase-treated SMmonolayer, and pure Cer, doped in all cases with DiIC12. Image processing can identify individual lipid domains as regions of
interest (ROIs, white) by segmentation algorithms (e, and see Fig. 2). Segmentation leads to quantitative analysis of morphologic (center) and pattern organization (right) properties
for a given domain population. Hexagonal lattice formation can be analyzed by the frequency of the highest gap distance (f). No lattices are formed for Cer concentration b5 mol%
(white bars), but a preferential hexagonal lattice formation is shown for Cer=20 mol% (black bars), which is maintained prior to percolation (see also [22]).
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expanded phase. For a revision on this issue see also [34].
After activation of SMase in a homogeneous, liquid-expanded
(LE) SM monolayer doped with a ﬂuorescent probe, a lag period of
slow catalytic activity and unchanged surface pattern is observed
(Fig. 1c–d). This lag time can last from a few seconds to tens of
minutes and is strongly dependent on the enzyme concentration at
the surface. During this time several kinetic processes take place
involving enzyme partitioning into the interface, substrate associa-
tion, a process with bimolecular kinetic dependence on the interfacial
SMase, and a subsequent slow step of activation [35]. The ending ofthe lag time and beginning of a steady state regime is characterized by
the nucleation of probe-free condensed domains that grow with the
course of the SM→Cer conversion [13,22]. The morphology and
composition of the Cer-enriched domains generated are strongly
dependent on the reaction rate (see Section 7 and [23]). At high Cer
formation rate (80% substrate degraded in b15 min) Cer-enriched
domains undergo a succession of discrete morphologic transitions
from circular to periodically undulating (star-like) shapes followed by
a second transition toward increasingly branched morphologies.
Concomitantly, interdomain superstructure organization with pre-
dominance of hexagonal domain lattices is established. Further
1312 M.L. Fanani et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1798 (2010) 1309–1323analysis based on theories of domain shape transitions [36], dipolar
electrostatic interactions of lipid domains, and determinations of the
monolayer dipole potential, reveal how these structural parameters
couple to the generation of two-dimensional electrostatic ﬁelds, based
upon the lipid dipole moment difference between the Cer-enriched
domains and the surrounded phase. These effects revealed the
signiﬁcance of underlying physical properties (line tension and
dipolar electrostatic repulsion) in controlling the shape of the
domains and their long-range organization as outlined by [22] and
Section 4. Further enrichment of Cer in SM monolayers leads to
rotationally and laterally coupled domain movement before domain
border contact. At this point, the condensed domains reach the
percolation threshold and the liquid-expanded (probe-enriched)
phase becomes discontinuous. This phenomenon is kinetically
coupled to decreasing SMase activity [13,22]. Interestingly, SMase
afﬁnity for the Cer-enriched monolayers increases at this stage [35].
In summary, the detailed study of SMase activity on lipid mono-
layers evidences a bidirectional communication between effects
taking place at the local catalytic level and the supramolecular surface
organization.3. Studying domain morphology and pattern formation with
image analysis approaches
A direct visual observation of the SMase-induced formation of Cer-
enriched domains can only provide a qualitative impression of the
subjacent molecular processes (see supplemental movies supplied in
[22]). For a quantitative approach, automated segmentation of so-
called Regions of Interest (ROIs) is necessary in order to peruse
morpho-topologic population statistics during the enzymatic reaction
(Fig. 1e, see also Fig. 4 below). An important issue for successful
segmentation of ROIs is the structure of the input data. Digital images
are formed by arrays of pixels [note: considering images either
uncompressed or compressed without data loss], each of them having
associated a color codings or gray-scale/intensity value. Upon this
scheme, several approaches for segmenting ROIs from images have
been developed in recent decades, ranging from simple intensity-
threshold values at pixel level to models embodying background
knowledge about the objects of interest like sizes, shapes, patterns,
or contour properties [37]. In 1990, Seul et al. [38] determined
ﬂuctuating domain shapes by segmentation of ROIs through the
selection of intensity thresholds and application of simple chain code
algorithms to obtain polygonal representations of domain boundaries
in monolayers. Spectral analysis of the boundary undulations opens
the access to elliptic and branching instabilities. The quantitative
analysis of ﬂuctuating domain bounder undulations, the so-called
Flicker spectroscopy, has not only been applied successfully to lipid
domains in monolayers, but also in GUVs [39,40]. Alternative
segmentation approaches, based on threshold settings or gradient
edge detectors (Canny) in combination with polygonal border
representations and fast Fourier transform (FFT) have been applied
recently to derive line tension in Langmuir ﬁlms with high precision
[41–43]. For the quantitative analysis of morpho-topological lipid
domain properties in general, the quality of the segmentation
algorithms which identify the ROIs on a binary level are crucial for
the precision of all further methods.
To improve the quality of any segmentation procedure, image
restoration algorithms like Fourier Filtering can be applied in order to
remove acquisition artifacts like heterogeneous illumination or
photon noise; more adequately, sophisticated deconvolution algo-
rithms based on the physics of the acquisition process should be
applied when the images are obtained near the Nyquist sampling rate,
which deﬁnes the correct sampling distances (pixel or voxel
dimension) for a given microscopic setup (e.g. Huygens Deconvolu-
tion Software. SVI, Hilversum, NL). Naturally, all possible pitfallsduring image acquisition must be avoided in order to obtain a reliable
segmentation result (see [44,45]).
In the context of Cer-enriched domains, the Nyquist criteria cannot
be accomplished because of minimized ﬂuorescence staining
(≈1 mol%) and fast moving domains during the exposition time of
the CCD camera. We obtained reasonable results with pixel sizes of
∼700 nm, which is about a factor 5 higher than the optimal Nyquist
distance of ∼150 nm calculated for a typical monolayer setting of a
bright ﬁeld microscope (20x, NA 0.8, n=1.33, see http://support.svi.
nl/wiki/NyquistCalculator). Under these conditions, a pixel-level
approach is clearly insufﬁcient for a reliable morphological descrip-
tion of the domains, mainly because of the discretization effect for
rounded shapes: the pixel approximation forms serrated lines for
contours that do not match the horizontal or vertical pixel alignment
(Fig. 2). If we compare the perimeter of a circle pc=2·π· r to the
perimeter a pixel model of a circle ppc=8· r, the perimeter is
overestimated by almost 30% (4/π). To avoid this problem, Freeman
[46] introduced the ‘Freeman Chain Code’ where he classiﬁed border
pixels as horizontal, diagonal, and turning points with three
individual tuning parameters. While the Freeman Chain Code allows
calculating ROI perimeters with errors below 5%, the curvature is
estimated on the basis of a 45° code vector for each perimeter pixel.
This code can only provide a rough estimation of boundary curvatures
or inﬂection points for a given domain.
In order to optimize domain segmentation, and, at the same time,
improve the parameterization of boundary curvatures and inﬂection
points, our group implemented deformable contour models deﬁned
by geometrical curve properties that can be associated to physical
parameters (Figs. 2, 3) and lead to a highly accurate contour repre-
sentation of not only 2D, but also 3D lipid domains [23,47,48].
3.1. Active contour model
The parametric active contour or snake model [49], deﬁnes
contours as time dependent parametric curves (Fig. 2). Mathemati-
cally, each contour is described by a curve C(s,t) parameterized in
space by s [0,1], and in time by t [0,∞]. Two types of forces are
deﬁned in a force balance equation derived from an energy mini-
mization principle: (i) internal forces that mimic physical contour
properties and (ii) external or image forces that drive the contour
towards the edges of an object. According to the dynamics deﬁned by
the force balance equation, each curve iteratively evolves from the
borders of an initial, rough estimation of domain contours towards a
ﬁnal equilibrium shape (Fig. 2e–h). After each iteration step, the curve
is re-interpolated by a set of equidistant points in order to guarantee a
homogeneous parameterization and undulation of the domain border
(see Fig. 2c and section below).
The terms in the balance equation are weighted by a set of force
coefﬁcients (Fig. 2), which control the ﬁnal equilibrium state of the
contour: a) α: coefﬁcient for elasticity force that controls the
contraction of the curve; b) β: coefﬁcient for rigidity force that
controls the bending of the curve; c) κ/q: coefﬁcients of the image
forces, generalized gradient vector ﬂow (GGVF) and balloon force,
respectively. See Section 3.3. ; d) γ: coefﬁcient of viscosity that con-
trols the evolution speed of the contour. The balance differential
equation is integrated in time by a standard Euler method, which
discretizes the time and introduces two additional parameters: (i) the
time step between iterations, (Δt), and (ii) the number of iterations,
(#t).
3.2. Contour resolution and interpolation
In the parametric active contour model, each contour is modeled
explicitly. Using xy-coordinates [x(s,t), y(s,t)] R+, the use of inter-
polation schemes can handle either an increasing or decreasing
density of contour points. This enables a highly ﬂexible control of the
Fig. 2. Parametric active contour or ‘snake’ model. a) Sample image of ceramide-enriched domains using pseudo color bar. b) Threshold segmentation of the domains as Regions of
Interest (ROIs). c) Spline interpolated contours: Redistribution for non-equidistant contour points (black) to equidistant interpolated points (white). d–e) Optimization of domain
morphologies using the active contour approach. The initial contour at iteration step 0 (it=0) is shown together with the indicated force parameters (d). Adjusted snake after 10
iterations (it=10, e). Contours are drawnwith pseudo colors from low to high curvature values. In d–h, white crosses mark inﬂection points. f–h) Adjusted snakes after 10 iterations
with high elastic force coefﬁcient (α=1, e), without bending force (β=0, g), and without image forces (fimg=0, h). All other force parameters are kept constant as outlined in d.
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Contour features such as perimeter and inﬂection points can be
analyzed accurately (Fig. 2e). Two separate approaches were
employed to achieve this goal: (i) a cubic spline interpolation for
each contour, considering a given density of points per pixel d as an
additional parameter for model (Fig. 2c) [23,47]; (ii) a grid approach
which computes the locations of new contour points by the
intersection of each contour with a grid of customizable resolution.
This latter approach is capable of split or merge contours, and has
been introduced as topologic adaptive snakes or ‘T-snakes’ [50]; its
mayor advantage is that it does not depend on an initial pixel-based
segmentation: the contour or contours initialize from any arbitrary
contour and evolve towards a ﬁnal equilibrium shape just as the
original snake models.
3.3. Image forces
Image forces are computed from the original image in such a
way that attracts the contours towards the domain edges. So far, two
kinds of forces have been included in our approach: (i) the GGVF and
(ii) balloon forces (Fig. 3). In the GGVF approach [51], an edge-map is
calculated directly from the input image as a sum of the absolute
intensity gradients (Fig. 3b); the gradient of this edge-map is a vectorﬁeld which points in the direction of the highest local gradient
(Fig. 3c). An iterative scheme is deﬁned according to a diffusion-
reaction equation, in which a ﬂow term induces diffusion of the vector
ﬁeld into regions of low gradients (diffusion zones), while the vector
ﬁeld is conserved in regions with high gradients (edges) by an edge
term. A pair of functions g and h acts as weight factors for the diffusion
and the edge terms, respectively. The weight functions can also be
deﬁned to smooth noisy regions that can interfere with the evolving
contours. The parameter κ weighs the GGVF in the force balance
equation for the contours.
In addition to the GGVF, balloon forces [52] allow the contour to
evolve properly when the vector ﬁeld is not strong enough to drive
the contour towards the ROI edges, which happens when the edges
are too close or the contour is located in a ‘plain’ zone of the image
(small GGVF). The intensity of the balloon force is controlled by a
coefﬁcient, q. To direct the balloon force, an intensity-threshold
criterion is applied for each pixel, deﬁning external and internal
regions inside the image. The balloon force is oriented as a normal
vector of the contour, pointing inwards if the point is located in an
external zone and outwards otherwise.
In order to improve the quality of the segmentation of lipid domains
successively, our approach started combiningboundary detectionﬁlters
with successive treatment of pixel erosion and dilatation operations
Fig. 3. Calculation of GVF forces. a) Sample image of ceramide-enriched domain using pseudo color bar. b) The edge-map f for the image in (a). c) The gradient of the edge-map f.
d) The GVF ﬁeld. Vectors in (c) and (d) are colored by the direction code speciﬁed at bottom left.
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domains [22], and ﬁnally included the active contour models for lipid
domains in 2D [23,47]. We also expanded the concept to 3D active
surfaces, which have been applied successfully for the segmentation
of complex cellular and subcellular structures in the ﬁeld of develop-
mental biology [53] and 3D lipid surfaces in GUVs [48]. By choosing
the appropriate model parameter combination, the domains can be
segmented with high precision and the quantiﬁcation of domain mor-
phologies can be addressed reliably.4. Domain morphology, topology, and repulsive energies
Time resolved analysis of domain morphology as presented in
Fig. 4 reveals a succession of discrete stages during the pseudo-zero
order kinetics of the SMase-driven SM→Cer conversion, which mark
discrete shape instabilities of two-dimensional domains (modiﬁed
from [22]). As can be observed, perimeter-normalized curvature
drops rapidly to a ﬁnal constant level. Growing Cer-enriched domains
can only maintain the curvature through consecutive shape transi-
tions to higher undulation modes m, introduced by Vanderlick and
Möhwald [54]. The transition of ﬁrst order to second order branching
can also be observed in the example images. Cer-enriched domains
adopt fractal-like shapes before percolation. The evolution of the
morphology of Cer-enriched domains by SMase activity can also be
characterized in terms of thermodynamic 1st and 2nd order phase
transitions [55]: the spontaneous domain nucleation fulﬁlls the
criteria for a 1st order phase transition, and the conversion from
circular shapes to higher harmonics belong into the category of
continuous 2nd order phase transition; these shapes are topologically
equivalent since they do not include discontinuities during the
transitions [56]. Shape transition at t2 occurs approximately in the
middle of the pseudo-zero order kinetic regime, when the shape
sensitive parameter P2/A starts to increase at a higher rate. The
appearance of secondary-order branching precedes the deviation of
the reaction from pseudo-zero order kinetics, signaling a marked
decrease of the reaction rate, and the gradual halting of SM→Cer
conversion.Based on the theoretical treatment of harmonic shape transitions
from circular domains to shapes with a higher rotation symmetry [36]
or on computer simulations [54], the critical radius rm at which a
circular domain becomes unstable with respect to a shape with a m-
fold rotation symmetry is given by rm=d·eZm·eλ/µ²/4. In this
equation, λ is the line tension at the domain boundary, µ is the
difference in the dipole moment density between the segregated lipid
domains and its surrounding lipid phase, d is the molecular distance
between neighboring dipoles, and Zm are shape transition exponents
deﬁned by the geometrical rotation symmetrym. Our approach could
determine rm directly from the critical area of the domains at the
point of the shape transition. The frequency of the modes m for the
Cer-enriched domains after the ﬁrst shape transition can be derived
directly from the number of saddle points: m=n/2. The inset of
Fig. 4a shows a normalized histogram for Cer-enriched domains at
whose frequency values follow a Gauss like distributionwhich centers
between n=12 and 14, corresponding to m=6 and 7 respectively.
Using Zm=6 according to [54] the dimensionless number ГSMase, t3′=
µ²/λ=0.212±0.008 relates the energy of the repulsive electrostatic
interactions (∼µ²) to the energy of the border minimizing line tension
(∼λ) which are the determinant factors for equilibrium shapes of
two-dimensional lipid domains. With ГSMase and Zm=0 for circular
lipid domains in equilibrium, the theoretical equilibrium size (Aeq)
can be calculated [22]. In conclusion, SMase generated Cer-enriched
domains are characterized by an equilibrium size Aeq≈8.8 μm2which
lies just between the size after the spontaneous domain formation
(≈6 μm2) and the critical domain size for the ﬁrst shape transition
(≈11 μm2).
Besides mathematical descriptors that characterize domain mor-
phology explicitly, descriptors for the pattern organization of domain
populations can reveal important details about subjacent forces. In
general, a perfect lattice formation with well deﬁned angular
alignments cannot be expected in lipid monolayers. With the purpose
of quantifying somewhat irregular domain lattices, the parameter
highest gap distance (hgd) has shown to be a suitable classiﬁer of
lattice formation (Fig. 5a–d). Fig. 5b shows the frequency distributions
of the hgd for stochastically originated model systems (Fig. 5c–d left)
and for the SMase-driven experiment at two different stages of the
Fig. 4. Shape transitions of Cer-enriched domains during SMase-driven SM→Cer conversion. Morphologic parameters P2/A (open circles), the curvature of the border trajectory
normalized by P (closed squares), and the number of saddle points of the border trajectories (open triangle) were derived by image processed epiﬂuorescence microscopy [modiﬁed
from [22]]. At t1, Cer-enriched domains start to grow in a linear manner until the percolation of the domains. Error bars deﬁne SD for P2/A and the normalized curvature. Inset shows
a normalized frequency distribution of the number of perimeter saddle points from a total of 725 Cer-enriched domains at t= t2. Representative microscopic picture series
(51.3×51.3 μm) of DiIC12 depleted Cer-enriched domains in SM monolayers visualize morphologically discrete stages at different times of the enzymatic reaction t1–3. Domain
borders are highlighted by white edges. As the morphologic parameters suggest, Cer-enriched domains start to grow in a circular manner until successive branching is detected at
tN t1. Transition from ﬁrst order to predominantly second order branching tN t2 can be detected in the plot and from the manually sketched skeletons inside the domains.
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conﬁrms that the domains are randomly distributed at the beginning
of the enzymatic reaction, and that SMase-driven system evolves into
a predominantly hexagonal lattice pattern. While the hgd-plots
(Fig. 5b) in combination with the connectivity image of domain
centers (Fig. 5c–d) help to identify lattice formation, the color coded
hgd-plots (Fig. 5g/h) in combination with the color coded domains
(Fig. 5e/f) help to visualize lattice and even long-range pattern in
form of superlattice formation. Recently, a detailed study of thermal-
induced growth of solid domains on a simpler PC mixture on sup-
ported bilayers was provided by Bernchou et al. [57]. The authors
correlated area, orientation, and asymmetry of lipid domains with
their topology by Voronoi diagrams in binary mixture of 1,2-dioleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-
3-phosphocholine (DPPC). Similar to the SMase-driven LC domains,
the PC domains also show a non-random domain lattice. The authors
interpreted this ﬁnding as a consequence of the formation of a depleted
region around a growing domain where the low melting PC com-
ponent might become scarce. However, Bernchou et al. do not consider
interdomain repulsion as a factor involved in these phenomena.
On our monolayer system, lipid diffusion through the LE phase is
expected to be fast enough for the depletion factor to be minimized
compared to the interdomain repulsion although it may represent
a second control factor for domain lattice formation. In this con-
text, lattice formation is a direct indicator for strong repulsive
energies between the lipid domains. These electrostatic energies area consequence of differences in the dipole moment densities among
the domains of the bilayer. A direct demonstration of the dipole
nature of the domains in SM/Cer ﬁlms was illustrated through
application of external electrostatic ﬁeld [58]. For experimentally
determined dipole moment densities µ, the repulsive electrostatic
domain energies can be calculated pixel-wise [22,59], and integrated
for each domain (Fig. 6). At the beginning of the catalytic process,
thermal energies which drive Brownian motion dominate over
the repulsive energies among the Cer-enriched domains (Fig. 6b)
which explains why random distribution has been detected for this
pattern (compare Fig. 5b/c with Fig. 6a/b). At later stages, repulsive
electrostatic energies increase until they dominate the random
component and force the domains to adopt a predominantly
hexagonal lattice (compare Fig. 5b/d with Fig. 6a/c). The energy
calculations based on µ perfectly matched the characteristics of the
descriptor for lattice formation. Reversibly, hgd data allows the pre-
diction of existing repulsive energies and hence an estimation of the
differences of the domain dipole moment densities µ for unknown
scenarios. The beneﬁt of this approach for the identiﬁcation of
differences between Cer-enriched domains generated by SMase
activity and enzyme-free SM/Cer-mixtures will be discussed below.
5. Monolayer/bilayer correspondence
Early evidences of Cer-enriched domain formation by the action of
SMase on phospholipid bilayers was provided by Kinnunen's group
Fig. 5. Lattice formation of Cer-enricheddomainsduring SMase-driven SM→Cer conversion (see time course in Fig. 1c). a) Visualization of theHighest GapDistance (hgd) value, according to
thealgorithmof [22]. Brieﬂy, eachdomain center is connected to theﬁrst 10nearest neighbors. Euclidiandistances are calculated, andsortedby length into a vector. The rankingpositionof the
distancewith the highest gap to the following distance deﬁnes the hgd of each domain. Domains embedded into hexagonal lattice are colored yellow; objects with 4 and 3 nearest neighbors
are colored in blue and red. b) Frequency plot of the hgdcalculated from scenarios shown in (c) and (d).White columns representmodel scenarios in (c) and (left), and experimental scenario
in (c) (right). Black columns represent experimental scenario in b (right). Model scenarios in (c) and (d) (left) were created by randomly seeding point sources into the image plane until the
densities reach the condition of the corresponding experiments at t=200 s (c) and t=800 s (d) (right). (c) and (d) represent an x,y dimension of 450×354 μm. The domain centers are
connectedwith the ﬁrst (c) and the ﬁrst six nearest domain centers (d), reﬂecting the preferential lattices formation in the SMase-driven system. e–h) Color coded Cer-enriched domains at
t=300 s (e) and t=400 s with the corresponding hgd frequency plots (g–h). Green color marks domains with hgd=1–3, red color hgd=4–6 and yellow color hgd=7–9.
Fig. 5 b–d were taken from [22], Fig. 5 a, e–h are unpublished results.
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Fig. 6. Repulsive electrostatic energies between Cer-enriched domains during SMase-driven SM→Cer conversion (see time course in Fig. 1c). a) Difference of the dipole moment
densities µ=µCer−µSM=6.14·10−3 D/Å² were calculated from the surface potential ΔVmeasured in pure monolayers and in deﬁned mixtures of SM/Cer atΠ=10 mN/m and the
repulsive electrostatic domain energy was calculated pixel-wise for each domain according to [22]. Frequency distribution of the repulsive electrostatic domain energies at t=200 s
(white columns) and t=450 s (gray columns). The arrow points out the thermal energy W(T)=4.08·10–21 J at T=295 K. b–c) Color coded presentation of the repulsive dipolar
domain energies (xy-dimension=225×176 μm).
Fig. 6 a and c were taken from [22], Fig. 6 b is an unpublished result.
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action on the topological structure of the vesicle-substrate and
complements monolayer studies where the topology is restricted to
the plane. The addition of SMase to GUVs induces budding of smaller
vesicles to the opposite side of the bilayer, evidencing the tendency of
Cer to segregate in lipid domains with negative curvature [16].
Another consequence of the high negative curvature tendency of Cer
is the promotion of transbilayer movement and the induction of
membrane tension when Cer is enzimatically (asymmetric) formed in
the bilayer [60,61].
In recent years a number of studies focused on the topographic
consequence of SMase action in complex mixtures of rafts containing
lipids [62–70]. Lipid rafts are putative lipid/protein microdomains
occurring in cell membranes with a regulatory function on cell
signaling [71]. Rafts are proposed to be lipid/protein segregated
domains containing chol and sphingolipids (mainly SM) that occur in
liquid-ordered (lo) phase surrounded by a continuous liquid-
disordered (ld) phase. It is important to keep in mind that Cer-
enriched domains are in gel phase (or its equivalent liquid-condensed
(LC) phase for monolayers) and are different entities than rafts (for a
recent review on Cer-enriched domain properties see [12]). Fluores-
cence visualization of Cer-enriched domain formation by SMase on
GUVs was provided by three different laboratories [66,67,70]. These
studies reported pattern reorganization when SMase is added to GUVs
presenting ld/lo phase coexistence. In all cases a reduction of the
extent of the lo phase was observed concomitant to the appearance
of gel (Cer-enriched) domains. Complementarily, several indepen-
dent laboratories reported almost simultaneously AFM studies on
supported lipid bilayers composed by PC, chol and SM [61–63,65].
They agree in reporting the appearance of a thicker phase when
treated with SMase, that was identiﬁed as Cer-enriched gel domains
coexisting with lo (raft-like) domains on a phospholipid rich
continuous phase. This behavior was also conﬁrmed through ﬂuo-rescence observation of SMase-treated supported bilayers. Chao et al.
[70] reported formation of a three-phase coexistence pattern (PC-rich
ld, SM-rich probably lo and Cer-rich gel phases) when SMase acts
on raft lipid mixtures at short times. Similarly, Carrer et al. [69]
demonstrated that the pattern reorganization shows sensitivity to the
fatty acid chain composition of Cer. In this system a temporal
sequence showing ld/lo coexistence→homogeneous phase→ ld/gel
coexistence was documented after SMase addition. Altogether, the
above cited biophysical studies leads to the proposal that Cer
formation in the cell surface would produce re-shufﬂing and the
bringing together of molecules that were previously compartmental-
ized in rafts [69]. It is worth noticing that the action of SMase in
bilayers (GUVs and supported bilayers) does not allow the direct
estimation of the SM→Cer reaction progress; in most cases SMase
action was detected only indirectly by its morphological and
topographical consequences or by indirect identiﬁcation with anti-
bodies. Therefore, the correlation between the reaction progress and
the membrane morphological reorganization has yet to be demon-
strated in bilayers. On the other hand, a quantitative image analysis
approach for domain surface areas has been recently adapted to 3D
GUVs [48] opening the possibility to extent this approach to bilayers
of domainmorphology and dynamics as described inmonolayers [22].
6. Mechanism of action of SMase at interfaces
SMase appears to be sensitive to the phase state of the substrate-
membrane. Several studies both in lipid monolayers and bilayers
showed an enhanced activity of SMase when the substrate is in a ﬂuid
state compared to in the gel state [26,72,73]. It is also described that
SMase is modulated by the presence of a lo (chol-enriched) phase
showing increasing activity in the order gelblobﬂuid phase [64,74].
Furthermore, the action of lipolytic enzymes on substrate-
membranes that show phase coexistence has drawn special attention
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largely studied reaction catalyzed by phospholipase A2 (PLA2) several
studies have related ‘membrane defects’, such as those arising from
the coexistence of lipid domains in different physical states, with
enhanced phospholipases catalytic activity [1,4,75–77]. In 1989
Salesse's group [78,79] proposed that the LE-liquid-condensed (LC)
lateral interfaces (lipid domain borders) in a one-component
monolayer of dipalmitoylphosphocholine (DPPC) acted as starting
points for PLA2 catalytic activity. For SMase, the presence of Cer-
enriched domains in the monolayer prior to the SMase action on SM/
Cer monolayers favors the activation steps in a way that is dependent
on the amount of the lateral interface present as well as modulates the
pattern generated by the enzyme action [47]. These results supportedFig. 7. SMase acts uniformly over the liquid-expanded surface on an “area-activated mec
monolayers during the constant rate period showing that the labeling is not enriched at th
framewith SMase catalytic rate. (c, d) Fluorescence representative images of initially pure SM
different SMase enzymatic rates (c = 1.5 and d = 2.5 molecule/cm2/min−1×1013). Image s
average size (f) of DiIC12 depleted domains are shown as a function of time during SMase-c
(homogeneous phase) and open circles to initially SM–Cer (9:1) monolayers (where Cer-e
regime.
Adapted from [47] and [81]. The ﬁgure in panel (a) was contrast-enhanced for better visuathe strong (and generally accepted) hypothesis that lipolytic enzymes
depend on physical contact at the domain boundaries in order to
become fully active. This ‘perimeter-activated mechanism’ requires
revision based on several subsequent studies.
In disagreement with the model that proposes a preferentially
absorption of phospholipases to domain borders, it was reported that
PLA2 preferentially localizes in the ld phase in palmitoyloleoylpho-
sphatidylcholine (POPC)/DPPC GUVs at temperatures corresponding
to the gel/ld phase coexistence [80]. Similarly, De Tullio et al. [47]
described that SMase is preferably localized in the SM-enriched LE
phase of SM/Cer monolayers containing Cer-enriched (LC) domains
and it does not appear enriched at the domain boundaries (Fig. 7a).
They also demonstrated that the initial presence of LC domainshanism”. (a) Surface localization of Alexa-labeled SMase acting on initially pure SM
e domain borders. (b) Relationship between the number of Cer-enriched domains per
monolayers labeled by DiIC12 under the action of SMase (at the constant rate period) at
ize is 140×140 μm for all panels. (e, f) Changes in the number per frame (e) and in the
atalyzed SM→Cer conversion. Close circles correspond to initially pure SM monolayers
nriched domains are initially present). The arrows indicate beginning of steady state
lization, taken from Fig. 3 in [81].
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ing the lag time and slowing down the catalytic rate in the steady
state), but do not change the pattern distribution of the enzyme [81].
The classical work by Salesse [78] interpreted that the PLA2
catalyzed reaction starts from the lateral interface to the center of the
LC domains. This interpretation arises from epiﬂuorescence images
evidencing the presence of nicks at domains edges. Nevertheless, a
closer analysis reveals that the methodology cannot actually ascertain
if the LE phase was not likewise degraded since substrate degradation
within the LE phase is not distinguished by the probe. Furthermore,
recent results from our laboratory [82] relate the presence of openings
at domain sides of DPPC domains as a consequence of the kinetics
of surface-mixing between substrate and products of the enzymatic
reaction (DPPC vs. Lyso-PC+palmitic acid). The pattern changes
observed during PLA2 actionwould correspond to far-from-equilibrium
mixing of products and substrate, independent on where the substrate
is hydrolyzed and do not demonstrate localization of the enzyme. This
conceptwas also explored for the SMase-catalyzed reaction resulting in
out-of-equilibriumdynamic restructuring of the lipid interface forced to
adopt transient supramolecular pattern (see Section 7 and [23]). Thus,
the interpretation of membrane defects as starting points of hydrolytic
activity should be carefully reconsidered.
Further attempts to clarify the perimeter-activated vs. the area-
activated model were made by Simonsen et al. [83]. The authors
followed the enzymatic hydrolysis by PLA2 in bilayer islands in the
ﬂuid state. They concluded that their results could support that the
enzyme activation occurs along the island boundaries. Nevertheless, it
was also shown that both model mechanisms were able to ﬁt the
kinetic data. On the other hand, when the bilayer islands underwent
discrete jumps of perimeter length but not of area, the reaction rate
remained with a smooth behavior. These observations would be
contrary to the perimeter-activation mechanism but can support the
idea of the reaction taking place over the island surface (area-
activated mechanisms).
Recently we proposed a mechanism on the basis of the area-
activated hypothesis for the enzymatic action of SMase that can also
explain the regulatory effect of the surface pattern [81]. SMase
adsorbs homogeneously to the LE interface and exerts its catalytic
activity promoting homogeneous enzymatic generation of Cer in the
LE phase. Cer is partially immiscible in the SM-enriched phase [84].
When SMase acts on a uniform LE phase, the rapid production of Cer
leads to a metastable, kinetically trapped, supersaturated mixed
monolayer. This effect acts as driving force for the segregation of Cer-
enriched domains following classical nucleation mechanisms. Nucle-
ation process involves a certain kinetic barrier with consequences on
the lengthening of the lag period before full enzymatic catalysis. The
number of nucleolus that success in stabilize is dependent on the
driving force for phase separation. Recently, solid domain nucleation
in DOPC/DPPC bilayers was demonstrated to follow classical
nucleation mechanism in cooling experiments [57]. In our system
the driving force for nucleation is the extent of Cer supersaturation in
the LE phase. Accordingly, the number and size of Cer-enriched
domains are determined by the enzymatic rate of Cer production
rather than the SMase local activity (Fig. 7b–d).When SMase exerts its
action on a lipid interface that initially shows phase coexistence, the
newly formed Cer molecules diffuse from the LE phase to incorporate
into the Cer-enriched (pre-formed) domains. This last situation
eludes Cer supersaturation in the SM-enriched phase and therefore,
domain nucleation. Supporting this mechanism, SMase-treated SM/
Cer monolayers show rather growing of pre-existing domains than
nucleation of new domains (Fig. 7e–f) [47]. As a consequence, the
kinetic barrier for nucleation is not present and the precatalytic steps
can be overcome in a shorter time [81]. By this, the presence of Cer-
enriched domains micrometers away from the enzyme location
regulates enzyme action over a long-range. SMase catalytic activity
is favored by the clearance of the product Cer from the LE (substrate)phase that diffuses to incorporate into the Cer-enriched domains. This
effect promotes a low product concentration in the enzyme
environment as far as Cer diffusion is faster than the Cer-production
rate. This hypothesis is consistent with the ﬁnding that SMase show
less activity when acting onmore condensed phases (LC/gel phases or
chol containing phases) [26,72,73] where Cer diffusion may be
restricted [65,69]. Additionally, SMase shows an inhibited activity
when acting in monolayers that initially contain Cer-enriched
domains [47,85]. This may be explained by a compactness effect of
the LE phase induced by the presence of Cer, demonstrated recently
by AFM measured of breakthrough forces on raft lipid mixture [86].
In the light of these new evidences about the SMasemode of action
at interfaces we consider important to review related data. The
addition of SMase to lipid bilayers composed by the typical raft model
system (DOPC/SM/chol) was reported to induce pattern reorganiza-
tion by several laboratories [61,62,65,68]. The bilayers showed
initially two-phase coexistence by AFM identiﬁed as PC-enriched
(ld) and chol-enriched (lo) phases. The in situ generation of Cer
results in the formation of thicker subdomains (Cer-enriched domains
in the gel state) that are located predominantly at the edges of the lo
domains, while the Cer-domains are located within the lo domains
when Cer is primary incorporated (Fig. 8). This ﬁnding led to the
conclusion that SMase acts primarily either at the interface between
the lo domains-ﬂuid phase [62] or within the lo domain [65].
However, taking into account the relative diffusion coefﬁcient of the
POPC enriched phase, the same data is also consistent with our area-
activated hypothesis, where Cer is formed uniformly over the ﬂuid
phase and afterwards diffuse to nucleate gel domains at the lo–ﬂuid
phase boundary. In this case the pre-existing domain boundary would
act like a nucleation seed lowering the activation energy for
nucleation of the gel (Cer-enriched) phase. On the other hand, similar
lipid systems (PC/SM/chol) but in free standing lipid bilayers (GUVs)
that present ld/lo phase coexistence show that the action of SMase
disaggregates the lo phase and promotes the formation of the new
(Cer-enriched) gel phase [66,67,70]. Thus, the hypothesis that pro-
poses lo (raft-like) domains as ‘enzyme activation centers’ supporting
SMase action should be revised. This new model for the action of
SMase, together with the ﬁnding that SMase has lower activity on the
lo phase than on the ld phase [74], highlights the importance of a
careful consideration of data related to raft modulation of enzymes.
7. Domain shape rearrangement as a consequence of
out-of-equilibrium compositional change by SMase action
In most studies related to enzyme action and regulation, inertness
of the medium, in our case the membrane, is assumed. But, active and
functional membranes are far from equilibrium situations and rather
present a system in a steady state condition which is controlled
by ﬂuxes of energy and matter. Consequently, thermodynamic non-
equilibrium effects have direct consequences for the lateral organi-
zation of membrane components. Some authors reported that
the rapid conversion of SM→Cer by SMase drives the substrate-
membrane to changes in its physical properties that persist a long
time after SMase halting [9,62,63,68,70]. Furthermore, several studies
documented different patterns in lipid membranes that undergo
enzyme-mediated production or direct incorporation of Cer to both
bilayer and monolayer lipid system [13,22,62,65,69,87]. The enzy-
matic generation of Cer in supported lipid bilayers that show initially
ld/lo phase coexistence results in the formation of gel Cer-enriched
domains that are located predominantly at the edges of the lo do-
mains, in contrast to the random distribution, or immersed within the
lo domains distribution, of gel domains in bilayers where premixed
Cer was incorporated (Fig. 8) [62,65]. A relatively rapid enzymatic
generation (b15 min) of Cer by SMase in SM monolayers leads to a
fundamentally different surface morphology and pattern organization
in comparison to enzyme-free premixed SM/Cer monolayers of the
Fig. 8. AFM topographical images of supported lipid bilayers at different Cer concentrations. Upper panel: The lipid composition was DOPC:chol: (SM/Cer) 1:1:1 molar and SM was
gradually substituted for Cer. In the 0% and 4% samples, two different phases with a height step of 0.8 nm can be readily distinguished. In all of the remaining images, a third
topographical level can be identiﬁed at 1.2 nm above the surrounding lowest phase. Scale bar=2 μm. Lower panel: a–d show a time-course measurement on DOPC/chol/SM/:1:1:1
sample, after addition of SMase at room temperature. The enzyme was injected at the beginning of the scans represented in panels a. Imaging time was set to 4 min.
Adapted from [65].
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processing techniques described in Section 3 revealed substantial
differences in both systems [22]: i) domains formed by the action of
SMase show regular sized star-like shapes while condensed rounded
domains are observed in the enzyme-free ﬁlms; ii) in the SMase-
treated monolayer the interdomain energies force the Cer-enriched
domains to adopt a predominantly hexagonal lattice formation
(Fig. 5), while less ordered lattices were quantiﬁed in enzyme-free
SM/Cer monolayers, and iii) only in the case of the enzyme-free SM/
Cer monolayers, the LC domains formed cover an area whose
relatively large size cannot be accounted by a phase of pure Cer.
These differences appear the consequence of an out-of-equilibrium
state of the SMase coupled monolayers. In consequence, the surface
selectively ‘stores’ information about its genesis in form of a structural
morpho-topological ﬁngerprint.
Detailed kinetic studies of the morphological evolution of
enzymatically generated Cer-enriched domains after SMase activity
quenching show domain shape annealing from branched to rounded
shapes with a decay halftime of about 13 min (Fig. 9). This is induced
by a fast SM/Cer demixing into a LC (Cer-enriched) and LE (SM-
enriched) phases. Phase separation causes a transient compositional
overshoot within the LC phase that implies an increased out-of-
equilibrium enrichment of Cer into the LC domains. As a consequence
of the high dipole moment of the Cer molecules, electrostatic repul-
sion is established between domain-containing molecules leading to
transient branched structures that relax to rounded shapes by low-
ering the proportion of Cer in the domain to equilibrium values (SM:
Cer∼1:1) [23]. The domain shape rearrangement observed is the result
of the counteraction of intradomain dipolar repulsion (favors branched/
elongated structures) and line tension (favors rounded structures),
according to McConnell's shape transition theory [36] and, contrary
to the mechanism proposed for PC solid domain growth [57], SMase-
driven Cer-enriched domains do not appear as consequence of a
diffusion-limited aggregation like rapid domain growth. Thus, the
systembehaves asnear equilibrium regardingdomain shapebut out-of-
equilibrium regarding phases composition. In this context, the fast
action of SMase can be taken as a compositional perturbation that brings
about important consequences for the surface organization.The mechanism proposed in [23] can explain the differences
observed by [22] between the premixed and the enzimatically
generated SM/Cer monolayers [22]: (i) domains formed by the
rapid action of SMase present a higher content of Cer (close to purity),
that implies higher intradomain repulsion and, as a consequence, star-
like shaped domains, while condensed rounded domains formed in
the enzyme-free ﬁlms have lower content of Cer (close to a 1:1 SM/
Cer ratio), lower µ and lower intradomain repulsion; (ii) in the
SMase-treated monolayer the interdomain structuring self-organize
into highly ordered hexagonal lattice patterns as a consequence of
enhanced interdomain repulsion, while this repulsion is lower in
enzyme-free monolayers, and (iii) in the case of the enzyme-free SM/
Cer monolayers, the LC domains formed cover an area larger than that
expected for the Cer content because Cer-enriched domains at
equilibrium conditions also contains about 50% of SM.
Recently Chao et al. [70] described a several steps SMase-induced
phase transformation. Coincident with monolayers studies, Chao's
work also highlights the importance of long lasting out-of-equilibrium
phase reorganization of membranes after SMase treatment. A ﬁrst
reorganization is observed when SMase is added to homogeneous
supported bilayers composed by 40/40/20 DOPC/SM/chol. Similar to
other studies [13,62,65] Cer-enriched domains are formed at short
times and additionally SM-enriched (probably lo, chol-rich) domains
also emerge. A lag time is observed until an apparent new burst of
activity starts concomitant to nucleation of 3D (several microns)
features enriched in all the ﬂuorescent markers used (labeled SMase,
anti-Cer antibody, Lysenin and Texas-Red DHPE). This event initiates
important overall morphology reorganization of the bilayer.
The authors proposed a new SMase-enriched phase, similar to the
enzyme domains proposed for PLA2 by Grainger [88]. A different
interpretation could explain this phenomenon: the protein/lipid-
enriched 3D features can represent nucleation of Cer (and/or chol)-
induced inverted phase. Evidences of inverted phase formation after
the action of SMase were provided previously in literature [89]. In
this case, Chao's results may indicate an increased activity of SMase
when incorporated in non-lamellar phases. Additionally, SMase
action on bilayers could promote these non-lamellar structures that
can up-regulate its own activity. This hypothetical mechanism
Fig. 9. Domain shape relaxation after SMase halting. (a) Time course of the SMase-catalyzed SM/Cer conversion. The solid vertical line shows the time of SMase injection into the
subphase and the dashed line shows the time of SMase halting by EDTA injection into the subphase. The gray lines illustrate the time course of a similar experiment not treated with
EDTA. (b–d) Epiﬂuorescence representative images of the DiIC12-labeled monolayer at 4, 20 and 100 min after SMase halting. Image size is 112×87 μm. (e–f) Time dependence of
domain shape parameters: number of branches and P2/A after SMase halting. The values correspond to averages of 100–130 domains±SE. The gray line represents the ﬁtted curve of
the experimental data with a single exponential decay equation. All the data shown correspond to the same representative experiment.
Extracted from [23].
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membrane.
The kinetics of lipid demixing (phase separation) in out-of-
equilibrium situation after a sudden change of conditions represent a
poorly explored ﬁeld that underline some key features of the dynamic
behavior of membranes [90,91]. In relation to membrane-associated
enzyme activities, lipid mixing–demixing processes and the concomi-
tant structuringof segregateddomainswithdifferent lipid compositions
or phase states has been shown to inﬂuence precatalytic and catalytic
steps of phosphohydrolytic reactions [3,4,13,76,77,81,92]. As demon-
strated for SMase, lateral enzyme-speciﬁc out-of-equilibrium organiza-
tion of lipid domains represents a new level of signal transduction from
local (nm) to long-range (μm) scales [23]. This cross-talk between
lateral domain structures and dipolar electrostatic ﬁelds adds new and
rich perspectives for the mechanisms of SMase-mediated signal
transduction in biological membranes. Similarly, surface-mediated
cross-talk between SMase and PLA2 activity in monolayers, with the
involvement of the respective lipid substrate and products, has beenpreviously described [85]. In consequence, protein-driven generation
of speciﬁc out-of-equilibrium states, an accepted concept for mainte-
nance of transmembrane lipid asymmetry, should also be considered
along the lateral surface.
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